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Star-"Struck"

On February 15, 20L4, in an elevator at Atlantic City's Revel Casino, an elevator

security camera caught Baltimore Ravens running back Ray Rice's violent assault of janay
Y"

Palmer, his then-fiancer/and now-wife. Although this incident may have been a rare case of

the public's being privy to such a crime, domestic abuse is not uncommon among NFL

players. In fact, feff Benedict a special features writer for Sports lllustrated and author of

several books on athletics and crime, writes that "domestic violence is the biggest problem

the league faces in terms of criminal conduct among its players" [Benedict267).ln the year

since the incident and subsequent release of the video, the media has produced countless

articles and held innumerable discussions lambasting the entire NFL organization,its fans,

and Rice himself. The incident and its aftermath have brought to the fore glaring failures in

the NFL's penal system, the often hidden misconduct of professional athletes and the
,t'

failure of fans to react appropriately to news of this misconduct. Inqarsi*ing:about these
*i ''

issues, the media uses diction, syntax, extreme word choice,logoql.,and comparison to

portray the NFL as complicit in allowing players to abuse women, and therefore as an

abuser itself; fans as ignorant, myopic, and cold-hearted, worried more about seeing tileir

teams compete than punishing the reprehensible actions of the athletes; and the NFL as too
.1,-t

lenient in reprimanding players who commit crimes. n;'
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The media uses diction and extreme word choice to portray the NFL as complicit in
l'-*-"-"-'

its players' misconduct and *t**ri#V as an abuser itself. f ournalist Steve Almond of the

Daily Beast criticizes both Rice and the NFL for their objectification of women, claiming

"football is a world where the basic role of the female is ornamentq:I, at best" fAlmond par
\--

12J. "Ornamental" means that+ornethin'glsonserneoners purpos€ i$purely decorative,

merely enhancing the appearance of the central figure but ultimately dispensable. A
, ",,1.,r1 ttiiir.i " .'i . +i'I J-,";' 5 i 1't/\ {5-::,1ry7

Christmas tre\cafitand on its own without ornamenti, but an orn5ment is nothing
'"-/t*./\

without a tre7fo hang from. Almond's use of "ornamental" reflects the pervasive belie{,thtt,:; 
:, . .,,,i,/ " fi..i,..r: :'iq;,

the NFL marginalizes and objectifies women, relegating them to a purely decorative{role"

in which they are subordinate to the men who play,the game. The media has also noted the

NFL's disconcern.for addressing the treatment of women,'and its focus on protecting the

reputation of its players.lnThe Christian Science Monitor,journalist Gloria Goodale writes

that "the [NFL] would rather tackle just about any problem th,4n the image of its players
r_i,. ;-. r ,,t,"i:1,-,.'i

hurting women" fGoodale par 3). Just as there are rdles terwfrdbnd how a football player

can "tackle" on the field, Goodale implies that the NFL has its own unwritten rules fo'f*what

issues it chooses to "tackle" off the field. The extreme comparison- "just about any

problem"- in Goodale's statement implies thatthe Nf! wou|{ Oa*Or, **J*.o. 
,.*-X'..\t ,':i ,"r,.t ' -| i',a*;:' i""' I I

addressing'relatively minor issues than takin! on domestic violence, a grave'issue by any
",,:r,irrf f\ti ti r

measure. In this case, the NFL was forced to address the issue after the release of thevideo.'

However, many viewed the NFL's initial reaction- a two-game suspension for Rice- as

insufficient in light of the severity ofghe crime. Even more reprehensible, many reporters

noted, was the Baltimore Ravens'forcing an apology from janay Palmer. fournalist Sandy

Banks of,the Los Angeles Times rebukes Rice's team for having been "beyond tone-deaf,
!
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trying to protect their player's image by wringing an apology from his victim" fBanks par

L2). Banks'use of the adjective "tone-deaf' connotes that the NFL and the Ravens are $k+.'-
'i\ \t:itr; l't;-

singer$,tit*ro aroedfiipteffifl'out-oftuR.e,rAriel+{&.e chorus of voices calling for a harsher

punishment; they are unable to discern the severity of the situation, Also in Banks'

,. .j, jt--a!,.ement is a play on words in the use of "wringing," a word commonly used in the idiom
t . ,'r, Lj't

" .r \a
, .,il':"" "wringing someone's neck" which evokes images of physical violence or abuse, The NFL
f.i:'.'

coerced Janay Palmer to apologize, c.AJ,LagSlX "wringing" the words out of her in order to

"protect fRice's] image." Through her word choice, Banks i.dportra
t]"",".' -,",\,..,

to women.

of diction, syntax, arld logos,as uncaring, short-sighted, and unwilling to let their loye for
,, I _ ,'1 i ' ' " i.:'' l, ''t'''i ,"'1 '' i'
!-

the sport be,subjugated by the issue of domestic violen,ce. In an article fof lhe The Christian
ll

Science Monitor,journalist Stacy Khadaroo askse"will the public continue to take a stand

against domestic violence even when it comes in cases with no sensational videos?"

fKhadaroo par 7). Her rhetorical question reflects the pervasive belief that fans werev
moved to call for more severe punishment only after the{uttand very graphic video was r , , ,i .i.

-,t;t '? : l"rl ,t'
released, as if Rice's abuse of Palmer was less abhorrent before the video'si:"#; 

" "'''f*t{e i.i} I' t'"''';'''i
*f{'-'

{ourna}ist Steve Almond of the Daily Beastgoes a step further and suggests that the fans are

partially responsible for the crime in the first place. In his article "Hey NFL Fans: Ray Rice

isn't the problem, you are," he says that fans need to "quit shaking [their] heads at another

athlete led asiray and admit that [they're] pprp of [he larger system that greased his path"
.{Ui.l l+-'fd-s-i; f,i''r:"r-''- i' t':"1'l'' e-'p

fAlmond par ?L).The fans support the NFL, which in turn protects its players by
di

downplaying or ignoring their wrongdoings; in effect, the athletes' path has been "greased"

NFL as abusive

ren. ,.;' -i:ii';i ,i,,t-,-'fi ilr ;,-' .r'' 'ri.
..,#'* 3*.-** # '\

\/'
The media ba+also faultefffans for their reaction, portraying therg through the use

l-,/
{"

on. svntax. arid Iosos as uncarins. short-sishted, and unwilling to let their love for
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so that they can play each week without punishment for their crimes. Almond's use of the
passive "led astray" implies that fans are essentially enablerse.;nd deserve at least part of ;.:

j"l
the blame for having created the conditions in which athletes can commit crimes with rt

impunity. In the same article, Almond asserts that "fans get to share in the righteous

indignation. Then in a fewweeks or months, we go back to watching the player. Guys like

Rice become convenient scapegoats" (Almond par 10). Here, Almond mentions an idea on

which the media fixated since the incident: the fans'fleeting outrage. "Share" implies that
fans unite in their anger towards Rice's actions and feel that their collective "indignation,,

makes them part of the solution. However, the "sharing" is ephemeral. Before long, their
ioutrage fades, for they want to enjoy their sport, whether the men they are paying to seei

J
are beating their fiancees or not. In another article, writer |ason Gay of The Wall Street

'. \i. ' ,

Journal echoes thtlsme idea, noting that "by late Sunday afternoon...any trace of moral

queasiness had evaporated" (Gay par 1). His use of"queasiness" connotes fans sickened by

a player's off field actions, but whose sickness "evaporates" come Sunday, as if gqne day is t,,.a,
oi,lf 'o' i ,' i i=' l, '::*- t:i'

a tonic that cures their illness, and somehow mitigates Rice's crimes. Journalt-I_:lt-prOO

of The Washington Post also noted the "evaporation" of the fans'outrage. Describing the

first game of the Ravens' season, he writes, "after four days of news and speculation, twists

and turns, best guesses and worst fears, a football game broke out Thursday night in
:i'..-1.

Baltimore" (Babb par 1). Here, Babb uses syntax to illustrate the fans'short attention ,',,i' ,.

spans. His sentence builds as if it is headed toward a climactic event--Rice's being banned ,

''.(' 
,-,from the league, perhaps. Instead it ends with a football game "breaking ou!" a thoroughly,'

i"'
anticlimactic and expected occurrence. The implication here is that, with the start of the tiit.r,

.,i ' 
',,.

NFL season, the fans' attentions turn solely to the sport; even though the off-field turmoil , . i

'." , :,' ,'
'.':

i

i,
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\'.. j.--*
.j.r,F"
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continues, their concern for it seems to have "evaporated." In fact, later in the article, Babb

states explicitly that "the off-field issues, at least to those waiting to push through the

turnstiles two hours before kickofl were a temporary story line" [Babb par 6), In yet

another article in The Washington Post,journalist Drew Harwell writes of "a brief outrage

that dissipates in the hype and spotlights of a Sunday kickoff' [Harwell par 2)' Harwell's
.il .-,r '"6

r '*i1"
, iiB

. ' i., 'j choice of-"dissipates," a synonym of Gay's "evaporates," once again represents fans as
-:-'-I."i:i,'i' t

...,,.,g'"i1 Ouickly forgetting the severity of Rice's actions. The media has also noted tha! even when

fans are not amnesic, their reaction to such a heinous crime is remarkably tolerant,

possibly because of their false perception that they have a personal relationship with the

ij, perpetrator. Kent Babb of The Washington Posf interviewed two fans outside of M&T Bank
-,i,'i

\nL." 
'' 

Stadium, where the Ravens play. When he asked for their opinion on the Ray Rice case, one
$'.\
;,rri .,,j \ I fan said, "'we don't support what Ray did,"'and the other other completed her sentence by

t\-"'nilf 
'F, r,,--r t:-^-------.^^-4^.rrr rr^*^ D^Ll.,, - F''

,i',,1,t":.a,ol saying "'but he's family"' [The NFL's Mindless Misogyny par 14-16J. Here, Babb uses logos I nrL{i
' '_ i. ::i;.

; r''

somehow lessens the odious nature orhis "*"r#;j:fi:;;'."'".:;.rt*;;""1,,u to Rice
p\

and refuse to let a lapse in his morality and humanity dampen their admiration for his on-

field performance. In another interview conducted by Alexandra Petri of The Washington

Post, a fan states that "'[the Rice case] is none of my business, Families go through that stuff

everyday"' [Petri par 5J. The fan's comment- again, likely not a unique one- seems to
I

reflect an inability to distinguish between disparate types of "everyday" family

occurrences: those that are less serious and perhaps should remain private, and those that,

like domestic abuse, are detrimental to society as a whole and so are not private matters at

j.
r! r,

!ri

r.ilr
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\
The media irlso uses diction and comparison to portray Rice as the beneficiary of the

NFL's weak penal system which allowed him, at least initially, to evade appropriate"*:;;-- 't'

punishment. Infhe Los Angeles Tim[s,leff Benedict claims that athletes have a tremendous

influence on uAo+*Xoa.Jilar*. He states that "NFL players are seen as action heroes who

epitomize strength, athleticism, and toughness" (The NFL's Willful Ignorance par 17).
1 u:Fl':

"Action heroes" are fictional characters, often with superhuman abilities;that are

worshipped by their fans. Fans see.athletgs as "action heroesr'i' and may therefore regard

l'1 :,ir: ''il;rl'l'' . i'l':' '--i' - ': *J''
them with cxcessiv,e respect. This adulation can lead to a disinclination to severely punish

these "heroes" when they lapse. In fact, in her article, Sandy Banks claims that the Rice case

has exposed a shameful leniency in the NFL's penal system: "Rice was initially suspended

for just two games- the same penalty a player gets for smoking a joint" fBanks par 7).,
,1l'' !l-:i"i-i '/ l' ' ' 1"'-;'.'1 *\

Through comparison, Banks shows the NFL equating two illicit acts that"t@HAheeyes qf 
,,,. ,, ,1,:,,. ,' i'

neithc-r the publiensr the.law;sbviously notcquivalent. Marijuana is legal in four states,
=.J-*"^

and"bxtensive researcf has demonstrated that it actually has many beneficial effects;
,',i .

domestic violence is']egal nowhere'and is detrimental to everyone involved. Handing down

the same punishments for both acts made the NFL seem foolish and negligent. fournalist
-i--

Karen Crouse of:the New YorkTimes believes that Rice's lenient punishment was a direct

result of the NFL's concern for his status, stating that "in some workplaces an employee

reported for domestic violence is suspended without pay during the investigation" [Crouse
j

par 20). Once again, here the media uses comparison to imply that, had Ray Rice been a (,/,tt,'i '

member of "some workplaces," he wdirta have recBived"a harsher punishment. Bill Dwyre
4fr'F6 ']*1,''t-t, / or{. .:ifl' ''

of the Los Angeles Times ^grr{twith thid itt.ttfri'.int, writing that "Rice wasn't going to jail.

Average foe KO's a woman and probably spends three-to-five in a starchy gray uniform...
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[Rice is] immune from the usual consequences of society" (18 par 11). Using cliches like
,.lu'.', ' r ';.,-

"Average foe," the media contrasts "action hero" athletes whose status resdeFs'.t+rem "
; i'
"immune" to punishment r*ljh"th.

'r, |., 'privilege.: , ."'. j

, .'l1 r';' .-j"'i.''-.

rest of the general public who do not enjoy.the;yy;
q 

' 
i : '"Ff i :

.t':

" l'' ' 'r ;: : '/ '"-',' lt"' ''

j . ,;1"

lt

In analyzing fiction involving domestic abuse, literary critics have nopeid_t1"..ii, 1.i..I,.,i ;!,=:j:-..,' - ' 1

similar to those the media has discussed in the Rice case. For instance, members of the

media have represented Janay Palmer as financially dependent on her husband. Writer

David Kocieniewsf<i ffie fVe w YorkTimesstateqthad "someone at the Ravens decided that: ) .rl" "

Palmer had to pay a price by being a person who could help deflect the negative attention

from her husband, the money-making machine" (Kocieniewski par 2). As Kocieniewski

points out, the Ravens recognized that Palmer was in a unique position. True, she was the

victim of the crime, but she could also lessen the "negative attention" which would

otherwise break the "money-making machine" and leavlP"lrl.gr anA 
T;"11lO,Oo-ssibly;ul'

even the entire Ravens organization, in a dire state.,Literary critics *!yg noleO a similar

theme inZora Neale Hurston's Their Eyes Were Watching God.The novel explores |anie

Killicks-Starks-Woods' journey through three marriages and the abuse she suffers in each.

In her first marriage, fanie's husband Logan is verbally abusive and uses his wealth to

threaten janie, making her believe that she will be alone and destitute without him.

Literary critic Parmis Tasharofi states that Logan "can provide his young bride protection

and financial security" fTasharofi par 20J. fust as ]anie's "gecurity" depends upon Logan's
i1''' i'"l:i ''

financial success, the media portrays Palmer'asndipg Rice's "money-making" ability.
!*

Here,literature and the media gdbottr pointin6to a common element of domestic
\ f**

violence: many victims stay in their relationships or make excuses for their abusers
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In analyzing fiction involving domestic abuse, literary critics hr* j",l::,:-!emei'; i,,. ,,i. :

similar to those the media has discussed in the Rice case. For instance, members of the

media have represented f anay Palmer as financially dependent on her husband. Writer

David Kocieniewski 6*f the New York Timesstates. &aI "someone at the Ravens decided thati ),J"
Palmer had to pay a price by being a person who could help deflect the negative attention

from her husband, the money-making machine" fKocieniewski par 2). As Kocieniewski

points out, the Ravens recognized that Palmer was in a unique position. True, she was the

victim of the crime, but she could also lessen the "negative attention" which would

otherwise break the "money-making machinel'and lea:e.earm3r,1nd 
lril;.,llo,oossibly':r 

i.

even the entire Ravens organization, in a dire staielll,it!."ry critics have noted a similar

theme in Zora Neale Hurston's Their Eyes Were Watching God.The novel explores fanie

Killicks-Starks-Woods' journey through three marriages and the abuse she suffers in each.

In her first marriage, ]anie's husband Logan is verbally abusive and uses his wealth to

threaten Janie, making her believe that she will be alone and destitute without him.

Literary critic Parmis Tasharofi states that Logan "can provide his young bride protection

and financial security" (Tasharofi par 20). Iust as janie's "securiq/" depends upon Logan's
l!'j""1:tr '(

financial success, the media portrays Palmer.as.n#ryg Rice's "money-making" ability.
r'-

Here,literature and the mediaar{i both pointry a common element of domestic

violence: many victims stay in their relationships or make excuses for their abusers
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because they fear that leaving the relationship would result in a loss of secdrity, As author

and clinical psychologist Craig Malkin writes in The Huffington Post,"there are other, well-

documented hurdles to victims leaving their abusive partner. For one, the abused are often

cut off from...financial supports" [Malkin par 12). In fanie's next marriage, her husband foe

Starks begins advancing in their town's political and economic syslgms mainly due to his
['"i] '- 1 ''-j' -\{;l'

strong but oppressive leadership. This trait bleeds into his marriage in the form of verbal

abuse, at one point "[shutting] ]anie up" just as she is about to make a speech [Hurston 37J.

In doing so, foe "defines [fanie's] place and suppresses her voice" (Tasharofi par 27).

forced Palmer to apologize, they defined for her the role of dutiful wife and, more

shamefully, forced her to publicly accept partial responsibility for the abuse she suffered.

Domestic violence is also the central topic of Susan Brownmill er's Waverly Place,

which portrays domestic violence as an epidemic, but one to which peoplg are indifferent

unless they.le personally involved. Waverly Placlisbased on the true story of foel

Steinberg and Hedda Nussbaum, replaced in the novel by the characters Barry Kantor and

Judith Winograd. As in the true story, Winograd suffers horrific abuse at the hands of

Kantor. The pair also illegally adopts and later kills their daughter Melinda. In discussing

the novel, literary critic Melissa Pritchard says "concerned neighbors place anonymous

calls, but investigations reveal no clear-cut evidence of abuse or neglect" [Pritchard par 7).

Because of the lack of "clear-cut evidencej' the neighbors and authorities do not involve

themselves any further, despite their conviction that Winograd is being abused. Pritchard's

use of the expression "clear-cut" implies that people frequently need something concrete to
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compel them to react, such as the "sensational video" in the Rice case (Khadaroo par 7).
.-,, : t

The elevator video provided the "clear-cut evidence" that finally provoked public outcry,,.,jR,.,

the Rice inciden! as journalist Stacy Khadaroo noted. Another literary critic, Marie Fortune,

in discussing the real-life Barry and Iudith, states that "[Nussbaum] recanted" the

statement that "her boyfriend beat her up... and said she fell down the stairs. Rather than

questioning her further, the hospital personnel called Steinberg to come and get her,,

fFortune par 5J. According to New York state law, where the incidents that inspired

Waverly Place occurred, hospital personnel are "mandated reporters": they are required to

report any potential dangerous abuse or threat. fust as the media portrays the NFL and fans

as diminishing the gravity of Palmer's abuse [Ray Rice "is family"; it's "none of jlh:if] .
!!.',,..:; i:'l;l :' :'a". l'-tl-' ;,i.'i'.. i';

business"), Fortune portrays these hospital workers as negligent irJ'theii rea.tll'ntC " i

domestic abuse; not only do they fail to report the abuse, they allow \ussbaum to leave

with the man they knew was abusing her. S t'--- ,}fr ,'+ *it/ f,ttt -. , ",;l 
'

, g i/' 
dq

In the assessment of both literary critics and the media, domestic abuse is a crime;,
that often may not be taken seriously and may not be punished appropriately, and one in

whrph women may be victimlzed and objectified by people other than their actual abusers.

In the case of Ray Rice and fanay Palmer, the media was in large part responsible for

pushing fans and the NFL to stop being lenient and to punish Rice appropriately. In fact, the

Ravens released Rice on September 8,2014, and his career in the NFL is likely finished, but

the NFL did not ban him for life, although rrn!, people believe this is the only adequate

punishment. Such a move would send a clear and powerful message to nearly all

professional athletes: domestic violence w-ill not be tolerated. The NFL is now in a position

to become a leader in the fight against domestic violence, to spread awareness and to offer
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support and hope to those who suffer under it. we can only hope tha! with help from the

\-/l
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